Genesis2K18: C’est La Vie
The Cultural fest of Maharaja Surajmal Group of Institutions, ‘Genesis2K18: C’EST LA
VIE’ was organized on 12th January, 2018. This was an intra college fest where students from
MSI and MSIT compete among themselves in different cultural events like singing, dance,
dramatics, fine art and many more.

The festival was declared opened by a speech from Sh. S.P. Singhji, Hon’ble Chairman,
Surajmal Memorial Education Society. Sh. S.P. Singh encouraged the students and whole
heartedly praised the decorations done for the fest. He motivated the students to participate in
all the events with fervour and competitive spirit. The speech was followed by the National
Anthem and mesmerising kathak, bhangra, garba as well as a drama performance by the
college students. After the opening ceremony, musical events Tinak Dhin and Encore (Indian
and Western Solo Singing) started in the auditorium. For both the events we saw a heated
competition among participants which was enjoyed by a lot of audience. Many other events
like face painting, rangoli, photography, devil’s dare and dramatics were simultaneously
taking place in the College premises which attracted many of the students to take part in and
enjoy the festival.

The audience enjoyed the solo-dance and group dance where the whole crowd danced along
with the music.

The most anticipated and eagerly awaited event of the day was the Mr. and Ms. Genesis
where the most gorgeous and handsome participants entered the stage and showcased their
talent. The auditorium was jam-packed for the event and the audience waited with bated
breath to find out who is the winner.

The interesting and the most enjoyable filler was the flute performance where a student
played flute and beat box on the flute and didgeridoo (the oldest Australian wind instrument)
which was loved by audience. The entire organising team and the winners were awarded.
The huge effort of designing &creativity team, who designed and crafted the
decorative material and made the entire place look beautiful, was lauded by one and all. The
stage management team, discipline team, the participants, all the event organizers, event
advisors, entire bunch of student, staff and faculty members put in their best effort for smooth
and successful conduction of the event. All in all, Genesis2K18 was a huge success.

